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defocus
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on DOF
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can then
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study focus
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effects inin submicrometer
submicrometer imaging,
imaging, the
the lithography
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of the photoresist are not being reduced in proportion to the
DOF.
DOF. Thus, the
the effects
effects of
of focus
focus on
on the
the practical
practical resolution
resolution
capabilities
lithographic tool
tool are
are becoming
becoming increasingly
increasingly
capabilities of a lithographic
important.
In
describing the
resolution and
and DOF
DOF of aa lithographic
lithographic
In describing
the resolution
system,
is common
common to
to apply
apply the
the Rayleigh
Rayleigh criteria.
criteria. The
The
system, it is
Rayleigh criterion for the minimum resolvable feature size
size is
is
X

1.
INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION

resolution = k1

age of
of submicrometer
submicrometer optical
optical lithography,
lithography, focus
focus has
has
In the age
become
become aa critical
critical process
process parameter.
parameter. Each
Each decrease
decrease in minimum
accompanied by aa corresponding
corresponding dedeimum feature
feature size
size is accompanied
crease in depth of focus
focus (DOF).
(DOF). However,
However, sources
sources of
of focus
focus
crease
such as wafer warpage, topography, and the thickness
errors, such

where
where X
X is
is the exposure
exposure wavelength,
wavelength, NA
NA is
is the
the numerical
numerical
aperture
objective lens,
referred to
as aa
aperture of
of the
the objective
lens, and
and k!
k1 is
is referred
to as
"process-dependent
ki is
"process- dependent constant."
constant." Typically, k1
is in
in the
the range
range of
of
0.4 to 0.9. Similarly,
Similarly, the
the Rayleigh
Rayleigh DOF
DOF is
is given
given by
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DOF
k2-NA2
DOF =- k2

NA2

(1)

(2)
(2)

where
k2 is another
another processprocess-dependent
values
where k2
dependent constant with values
typically
typically in
in the
the range
range of 0.5
0.5 to 1.0.
submicrometer regime, the
the simple
simple Rayleigh
Rayleigh criteria
In the submicrometer
are
adequate for describing the resolution and DOF
DOF of a
are not adequate
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microlithographic
the common
common characterizamicrolithographic process.
process. In fact, the
tion of k, and k2
k2 as
as constants
constants leads
leads to
to many
many misinterpretations
misinterpretations
these equations.
equations. A more
more appropriate
appropriate way
way to view
of these
view the
the
Resolution scales
scales as
as
Rayleigh criteria is as scaling equations. Resolution
X/NA, sosokjk, is,
the scaled
scaled resolution.
resolution. Similarly,
Similarly, the
X./NA,
is, in
in fact, the
the
DOF scales as
as X
\/NA2
, so
DOF. The scaled
scaled
/NA2,
so k2
k2 isis the
the scaled
scaled DOF.
quantities ki
greatly as a
quantities
k1 and
and k2
k2 are
are not
not constants
constants and
and vary
vary greatly
function of many
many lithographic
lithographic parameters.
parameters. The
The Rayleigh
Rayleigh
function
equations give
values of
of k,
equations
give no information about the values
k t and
and k2,
k2 ,
interdependence, or their dependence
dependence on other paramtheir interdependence,
parameters.
alternative definitions
definitions of
In this paper, alternative
of resolution
resolution and
and DOF
DOF
are given
given based on
on an
an understanding of the interactions of
of the
the
aerial
photoresist process. Earlier
Earlier studies'.2
studies 1 ' 2
aerial image
image with
with the photoresist
of the
the aerial
aerial image
image with
with the
the
have characterized the interaction of
photoresist process. This
This interaction
interaction points
points to
to various
various aspects
aerial image
image that
that are
are important
important from
from aa lithographic
lithographic
of the aerial
point
view. Defining
Defining aa physically
physically significant
significant metric
point of view.
metric of
aerial image quality allows
allows one to characterize the effects of
aerial
new definitions for
feature size and focus and leads to new
for resoluresolution and DOF.
DOF. The effects of numerical
numerical aperture, wavelength,
feature
and feature
feature type
type also
also can
can be
be characterized
characterized using
feature size, and
using
this
technique, thereby
thereby permitting
permitting objective
objective comparisons
this technique,
comparisons of
different lithographic tools.
lithography simulation programs
programs predict an
an aerial
aerial
Current lithography
image
the parameters
parameters of the projection
projection tool. This
image based
based on
on the
This
image
'"expose" the
image isis then
then used
used to
to "expose"
A tacit
the photoresist.
photoresist. A
tacit asassumption of these models is that
that the
the photoresist
photoresist thickness
sumption
thickness isis
less than the DOF and that, therefore,
therefore, the
less
the aerial
aerial image
image does
does
not change
change through
through the
the thickness
thickness of
of the
the resist.
resist. In
In the
the case
case of
this assumption
assumption isis not
not adeadesubmicrometer imaging, however, this
quate.
Sec. 55 describes
describes an
an enhancement
enhancement to
to the
the lithogquate. Thus, Sec.
lithography
simulation program
opraphy simulation
program PROLITH
PROLITH (the
(the positive
positive resist optical
lithography model3.4),
model 3 ' 4 ), which
tical lithography
which includes
includes the
the effects
effects of
of
defocus
Using this
model, the effects
effects of
of
defocus through
through the
the resist.
resist. Using
this model,
exposure
and sidewall
sidewall angle
exposure and
and focus
focus on
on linewidth control and
angle
determined and
and asymmetric
asymmetric focus
focus-exposure
can be determined
-exposure diagrams
diagrams
constructed. Also,
Also, the
the optimum
optimum position
position of
of the
the focal
focal
can be constructed.
plane can be determined.

2. AERIAL IMAGE
To simplify the analysis of a lithographic process, it is highly
of the
the lithographic
lithographic tool
tool from
from
desirable to separate the effects of
photoresist process.
This can be done with reathose of the photoresist
process. This
sonable
sonable accuracy
accuracy only
only ifif the
the interaction
interaction of
of the
the tool
tool (i.e.,
(i.e. , the
the
aerial
image) with
the photoresist
photoresist is
known. Consider
Consider an
aerial image)
with the
is known.
aerial image of relative intensity I(x) where
where x is the horizontal
(i.e., in
in the
the plane
plane of
of the
the wafer
wafer and
and mask)
mask) and
and is
is zero
zero
position (i.e.,
in
center of a symmetric
symmetric mask
mask feature.
feature. The aerial
aerial image
image
in the
the center
exposes the photoresist to produce some
some chemical
chemical distribution
m(x) within
distribution is called the latent
m(x)
within the
the resist.
resist. This distribution
latent
image. Many important properties of the lithographic process,
such
such as
as exposure
exposure and
and development
development latitude,
latitude, are a function of
dm/dx.
the gradient of the latent image am
/ax. Larger gradients result
in
in improved
improved process
process latitude.
latitude. It has been shown that the
the latent
image gradient is
image by
is related
related to the aerial image
by'1
am a dlnl
a alnl
dx
ax
ax
dx

(3)

The development properties of the photoresist
photoresist translate
translate the
the
latent image
image gradient into
into aa development
development gradient, which then
1094

allows for the
the generation
generation of
of aa photoresist
photoresist image.
image. Optimum
allows
Optimum
photoresist image
is obtained with
with aa large
photoresist
image quality
quality is
large developdevelopA lumped parameter
parameter called
called the photoresist
ment rate gradient. A
7, can
relates the
contrast, -y,
can be defined that relates
the aerial
aerial image
image and
and
1):
the development rate
rate r (Ref. 1):
ainr
alnr

aini
alni
ax
ax

-y

ax

(4)

The
The development
development rate
rate gradient is maximized by higher resist
contrast
larger slope
slope of
ofthe
thelog
contrast and
and by aa larger
-aerial image
log-aerial
image (the
(the
log-slope).
log- slope).
A
is the
the sidewall
sidewall
A second important lithographic parameter is
angle
There are
are two
two ways
angle of the resist profile. There
ways in
in which
which the
the
aerial image affects sidewall
sidewall angle. First, the
the latent
latent image
image has
This slope
slope isis again
again directly
directly
a sidewall slope due to absorption. This
log-slope
proportional to the log
-slope of
of the
the image.
image.'1 Second, the
the very
very
sloped
nature of the development rate process gives rise to a sloped
sidewall since
sidewall
since the
the top
top of the resist
resist is
is under
under attack
attack by
by the
the
developer for
longer period of time
time than
developer
for a longer
than the
the bottom.
bottom. NeNeglecting absorption,
absorption, the
the approximate
approximate slope
slope due
due to
glecting
to developdevelopby 1
ment is given by'
resist
slope -resist slope

r(0)
r(x)

(5)

rate in
in the
the center
center of
where r(0) is the development rate
of aa space
space and
and
r(x)
r(x) is
is the
the development
development rate
rate at
at the
the line
line edge
edge (i.e., at
at the
the edge
of the photoresist
photoresist profile).
profile). This
This ratio
ratio of
of development
development rates
should
maximized in order to
to maximize
maximize the
should be
be maximized
the resist
resist slope.
slope.
Further,
function of
of the
the aerial
aerial image.
Further, this ratio is aa function
image. A
A simple
simple
approximation gives2
r(0) = f ( 1(0).
jr(_0)_
= f 1(0)
r(x)
1(x)

)-[•

.

1(0)

I(x)
1(x)

(6)

to edge intensities
intensities also
also affects
affects mask
The ratio of center to
mask linearlinearity, i.e.,
i.e., the
theability
abilitytotoreproduce
reproduceininphotoresist
photoresist the
ity,
the mask
mask
feature sizes.
dimension for a variety of different feature
The above
above discussion
discussion gives
gives two ways
ways in
in which
which the
the aerial
aerial
The
image
image and
and photoresist
photoresist process
process interact.
interact. First, the slope of the
the
log-image
log
-image affects
affects process
process latitude
latitude and sidewall
sidewall angle.
angle. SecSecthe ratio
ratio I(0)
I(0)/I(x)
ond, the
/1(x) also
also affects sidewall angle, as
as well
well as
as
mask linearity.
linearity. Thus, there
there are
are two
two logical
logical metrics
metrics by
mask
by which
which
to judge the quality of the aerial image:
image:

aini
alnl
ax
ax

(1}
(7)

I(center)
I(edge)

(8)

Which
choose depends
depends on what
what factors
factors limit
Which metric
metric to
to choose
limit the
the
quality of the
the final
final photoresist
photoresist image.
image. IfIf process
quality
process latitude
latitude is
is
considered of prime
prime importance,
importance, then
thenthe
thelog
log-image
slope is
-image slope
is
aerial image
image quality.
quality. This
This metric
metric has
the preferred metric of aerial
been discussed
discussed in
relation to focus
focus effects
effects in
in the
the excellent
been
in relation
excellent
work of Levinson and
and Arnold.5,6
Arnold. 5 ' 6
The
most commonly
commonly used
image quality
quality is
the
The most
used metric
metric of image
is the
image
for aa periodic
periodic pattern as
image contrast, which is defined for
contrast contrast

I(center
space)
I(center of
of line)
line)
1(centerof
of*
space) - I(center
I(center
[(center of line)
1(centerof
of space)
space) 4-+ l(center
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1. The
Theeffect
effectof
ofdefocus
defocuson
onthe
the aerial
aerial image:
image: 00 Jim,
pm, 0.5
µm, and
1.0 jjim
predicted using
usingPROLITH.
PROLITH.
1.0
pm defocused aerial images were predicted

1.0 pm defocus\

Fig.
log-image
Fig. 2.
2. Variation
Variation of
of the
the slope
slope of
of the log
-imagewith
with horizontal
horizontal posiposition. The
The mask edge
edge is
is represented
represented by
by the
the vertical line.

The
The most
most obvious
obvious limitation
limitation of
of the
the image
image contrast
contrast isis that
that itit
applies only
only for
for equal
equal
applies
only to
to periodic
periodic patterns (and is useful only
lines
lines and
and spaces).
spaces). Also,
Also, this definition is not directly related
to the lithographic
and
lithographic parameters
parameters of interest such as latitude and
sidewall angle.
image contrast
contrast is aa poor
poor
sidewall
angle. For
For these
these reasons,
reasons, image
metric
metric by
by which
which to
to judge
judge the
the effects of defocus.

NA = 0.35

a =0.5

X = 436 nm
0.6 pm lines and spaces

3. FOCUS AND
AND THE
THE AERIAL IMAGE

Figure 11 shows
shows the
the well-known
well -knowneffect
effect of
of defocus
defocus on
on the
the aerial
aerial
image.
Both the
image. Both
the edge
edge slope
slope of the
the image
image and
and the
the center
center intenintensity decrease
at the
the mask
mask edge
edge
decrease with
with defocus, and the intensity at
remains
examine the
behavior of
the
remains nearly
nearly constant.
constant. To
To examine
the behavior
of the
log-slope,
log- slope, the
the aerial
aerial images
images of Fig. 11 were
were used
used to
to calculate
the
log-slope,
2. Clearly,
Clearly, the
the logslope,which
whichisis plotted
plotted in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
thelog
log-slope varies
position x.x. To
Tocorn
com-varies considerably with horizontal position
pare
log-slope,
pare aerial
aerial images
images using
using the
the log
-slope, one
one must
must pick
pick an xx
value
mask edge.
all
value to
to use.
use. An
An obvious
obvious choice
choice is
is the
the mask
edge. Thus, all
subsequent
subsequent reference
reference to
to the slope of the logaerial image will
log-aerial
be
be at
at the
the mask
mask edge.
edge. Now
Now the
the effect of defocus on the aerial
image
log-slope
image can
can be
be expressed
expressed by
by plotting log
-slope as
as aa function
function of
defocus,
defocus, as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.
3. Superimposed on this curve is a
graph of the
the ratio
ratio of center to
to edge
edge intensities. Note that these
two metrics
metrics of image quality give nearly
nearly identical
identical variation
variation
two
with defocus
defocus to
to within
within aa scale
scale factor.
factor. The agreement between
resolution
these two metrics is very good for images near the resolution
limit but worsens
worsens for
larger features.
features. Since
Since this paper
paper deals
deals
limit
for larger
with
with high
high resolution
resolution imaging,
imaging, the
the use
use of the
-slope is
is
the log
log-slope
sufficient
sufficient to
to characterize
characterize the
the degradation
degradation of the aerial
aerial image
image
with defocus.
Some useful
Some
useful information
information can
can be
be obtained
obtained from
from aa plot of
of
log-slope
both
log
-slopeversus
versusdefocus.
defocus. As
As was
was previously discussed, both
process
sidewall slope
vary directly
directly with
with the
the
process latitude
latitude and
and sidewall
slope vary
log-slope
minimum acceptable process
log
-slopeof
of the
the image.
image. Thus,
Thus, minimum
latitude
and sidewall
sidewall slope
slope specifications
specifications translate
translate directly
directly
latitude and
into a minimum
minimum acceptable
acceptable value
value of
of the
the loglog-slope.
The log
log-slope. The
slope
give a maxslope versus
versus defocus
defocus curve
curve then
then can
can be
be used
used to
to give
imum
process within
within this
this specification.
specification. If,
imum defocus
defocus to
to keep
keep the process
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Fig.
possible metrics
metrics of
of image
image quality:
quality:
Fig. 3.
3. Comparison
Comparison of
of the
the two possible
log-slope
log -slope(solid
(solidline,
line,left
left ordinate)
ordinate) and
and the
the center
center to edge intensity
ratio (data
(data points,
points, right ordinate).

for example, the
the minimum
minimum acceptable
acceptable log
log-slope
given
-slope of
of a given
process
was determined
determined to
3.5 µm
(xm"
themaximum
maximum
process was
to be 3.5
-1,1 , the
defocus
lines and
and spaces
spaces on
on aa0.35
0.35NA
defocus of
of 0.6 pJim
m lines
-line
NAg g-line
printer
|xm. This
This gives
gives aa
printer would
would be,
be, from
from Fig.
Fig. 3,
3, about
about ±0.5 µm.
practical
DOF that separates
separates the effects
effects of the
practical definition
definition of the
the DOF
aerial image
image and the photoresist
photoresist process.
process. The
The printer
printer deterdeteraerial
mines
log-slope
mines the shape of the log
-slope defocus
defocus curve,
curve, and the
the proprocess
determines the
operation (i.e., the
the minimum
minimum
cess determines
the range
range of operation
log-slope
the minimum
minimum log
log-slope
was 4.5
4.5
log
-slope value).
value). If the
-slope needed was
1 , one
one would
would conclude
conclude from
from Fig.
Fig. 33 that
that this
this printer
printer
pjjim"
m I,
could
adequately resolve 0.6 p.m
(xm lines and spaces.
could not adequately
spaces. Thus,
resolution
also be
be determined
determined from
from aalog
log-slope
defocus
resolution can also
-slope defocus
curve.
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Fig.
4. The
The effect
effect of
of feature
feature size
size and
and focus
focus on
on the
the edge
edge slope
slope of
of the
the
these
logaerial image.
image. The
The resolution/DOF
resolution /DOFcan
can be
bedetermined
determined from these
log-aerial
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the
using the
numerical aperture on focus latitude using
Fig. 5.
Fig.
5. The
The effect
effect of numerical
log-aerial
the logedge slope of the
aerial image as a measure.
measure.

curves.

shows the
which shows
resolution, consider
define resolution,
To
To define
consider Fig.
Fig. 4,
4, which
log-slope
the log
effect
effect of feature size on the
-slope defocus
defocus curve.
curve. If, for
log-slope
requiresaalog
process requires
photoresist process
particular photoresist
-slope
example, a particular
will not
features will
(xm features
0.6 vim
one can see that the 0.6
(Jim" '1 ,, one
of 3.5 p.m
when
only when
resolved only
be resolved
will be
features will
jjim features
be
be resolved,
resolved, the 0.7 µm
of ±± 11
DOF of
have aa DOF
will have
features will
(xm features
0.8 vim
in perfect focus, the 0.8
±2 |xm.
jxm features
jxm, and
p.m,
and the
the 0.9
0.9 p,m
features will
will have
have aa DOF
DOF of
of -}2
pm.
Obviously,
Obviously, the
the DOF
DOF is
is extremely
extremely sensitive
sensitive to
to feature
feature size,
size, a
definition.
Rayleigh definition.
common Rayleigh
the common
in the
evident in
not evident
is not
fact that is
strong function
Since
Since DOF
DOF isis a strong
function of feature
feature size,
size, it is logical that
resolution
resolution is
is aa function
function of DOF.
DOF. Thus, in the situation shown
the
±11 jjim,
acceptable DOF
minimum acceptable
the minimum
Fig. 4, ifif the
in
in Fig.
DOF isis ±
µm, the
Resolution
spaces. Resolution
and spaces.
lines and
practical resolution
practical
resolution is
is 0.8 pjxm
m lines
DOF cannot
cannot be
be independently
independently defined but rather are interand DOF
dependent.
log-slope
The log
-slope defocus
defocus curve can now be used to explore the
effects of various
various parameters
parameters on
on the
the resolution
resolution and
and DOF.
DOF. The
effects
parameters
important parameters
most important
numerical aperture
aperture isis one
one of the most
numerical
most
the most
is the
defining lithographic
lithographic performance,
performance,and
and yet
yet itit is
defining
dramisunderstood.
misunderstood. The
The Rayleigh
Rayleigh DOF
DOF seems
seems to
to predict
predict a draaperture.
numerical aperture.
increasing numerical
with increasing
DOF with
matic decrease
decrease of DOF
matic
log-the log
on the
aperture on
numerical aperture
of numerical
effect of
Figure
Figure 55 shows the effect
slope defocus
defocus curve
curve of 0.6 pjxm
m lines
lines and
and spaces.
spaces. The effect is
devalues of delog-slope
image log
aerial image
improve the aerial
to
to improve
-slope for
for all
all values
numerical
increasing numerical
with increasing
increases with
DOF increases
the DOF
Thus, the
focus.
focus. Thus,
aperture for aa given
given feature
feature size
size near
near the
the resolution
resolution limit,
limit, over
the range
range of numerical apertures shown.
There
There has
has been
been some
some discussion
discussion recently
recently about
about the
the role of
many
particular, many
In particular,
DOF. In
aperture in
numerical aperture
the
the numerical
in the DOF.
PROLITH or
such as PROLITH
simulators such
image simulators
used image
authors have
authors
have used
numerical aperhigh numerical
very high
of very
effects of
the effects
at the
look at
to look
SAMPLE7 to
SAMPLE
is
studies is
on these studies
drawn based on
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=
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The Rayleigh criteria for resolution and DOF are not adequate
adequate
in describing submicrometer optical lithography.
lithography. In fact, it is
draw comand draw
criteria and
quite easy to misinterpret the Rayleigh criteria
approach to charnew approach
pletely inaccurate conclusions. Thus, aa new
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acterizing resolution
resolution and DOF has been
aerial
the aerial
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amining the interaction of
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aR understanding
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influence
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resolution/DOF
the resolution
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to
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of different lithographic
compare the theoretical performance of
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to
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of PROLITH
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defocus within
account for defocus
account
great
in great
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effects can
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detail.
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